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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we have studied the effects of measurement error on the lag order selection 
of AR(1) processes. We find that if an AR(1) process is observed with an independent 
white noise measurement error, the lag order selected by either AIC or BIC can be 
arbitrarily large as long as we can collect as large sample size as we want. Moreover, 
the effect of the measurement error variance on the selected lag order is first positive, 
then negative and finally the selected lag order approaches to zero if the measurement 
error variance goes to infinity. Besides, since measurement error exists, if the absolute 
value of the autoregressive parameter is greater, we tend to select a greater lag order. 
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1 Introduction 
The consequences of measurement error on the estimation of parameters have long 
been studied. For example, the simple regression case of Adcock (1877, 1878), the 
multiple regression cases with only one explanatory variable measured with errors 
(Levi 1973), and the multiple regression cases with multiple explanatory variables 
measured with errors (Theil 1961 and Nelson 1995). Various methods have been 
suggested to get consistent or close estimates of the model's parameters. In this 
paper, we study an unexplored area of measurement error models. Consider an 
autoregressive model with the lag order being unknown. If there is no measurement 
error, it is well known that Bayes Information Criterion (Schwarz 1978) is consistent 
in lag order selection in the sense of recovering the true order of the system with 
probability one asymptotically (Hannan 1980), while Akaike Information Criterion 
(Akaike 1973) overestimates the lag order (Kashyap 1980). However, the effect of 
measurement error on the lag order selection has not been analyzed in the literature 
insofar as the authors have known. In light of this, this paper studies the effect of 
measurement error on the order selection of an autoregressive process. 
Intuition suggests that the existence of measurement error affects not only the 
estimated autoregressive parameters, but also the selection of the lag order. Our 
results show that the presence of measurement error severely affects the lag order 
selection of AR models, and neither the AIC nor the BIC is consistent in the lag 
order selection. We get a new result that the estimated lag order is unboundedly 
increasing with the sample size. Further, it will be shown that, for any given sample 
size, the autoregressive parameters will affect the lag order selected by AIC and BIC 
in the presence of measurement error. We will also investigate how the variance of 
measurement error affects the selection of the lag order in finite samples. 
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the 
model of interest. We will focus on the AR(1) model for its tract ability (Nabeya 
and Perron, 1994; Pere, 2000; Chong 2001). Section 3 discusses the consequences 
of measurement error on the lag order selection. In Section 4，we describe how 
the parameters in the model affect the lag order selection in a large sample in the 
existence of measurement error. Section 5 performs simulations on both large and 
finite samples. Section 6 is the conclusion. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix. 
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2 The Model 
Suppose our variable of interest, y;, follows an AR(1) process 
(1 - PL)y； = St = (1) 
where L is a lag operator such that Ly^ = y “ , St � i . i . cL(0 , cr,), cr, < oo. We 
assume jS G (—1,1) such that the process y^ is stationary. 
Due to the presence of measurement error, the true values of {VtjJLi are not 
observable. Instead, we observe 
yt = yl + ut (力=1,2,…，:T), (2) 
where is the measurement error process. For simplicity, we study the case 
where Ut � i . i . d . ( 0 , a j ) , a j < oo, and Ut and £t are independent. 
Suppose we know that y; is an autoregressive process, but we have no idea about 
its order. If we neglect the existence of measurement error, the observed series yt 
would be considered as an AR process. Since we do not know the true lag order, 
we need to estimate both the lag order po (we denote the true lag order by po and 
the estimated lag order by p) and the autoregressive parameter(s). There exist 
various criteria for the estimation of po. In this paper we will adopt two of the most 
popular information criteria, namely, Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1973) 
and Bayes Information Criterion (Schwarz 1978) for determining the lag order. We 
follow closely the notations of AIC and BIC in Hannan (1980). That is, for fitting 
an AR{p) model, the corresponding AIC and BIC. denoted by AIC(p) and BIC(p), 
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respectively, are: 
A I C ( p ) = l n 约 + 2p/T， (3) 
m C { p ) = \ n d l + p \ n T / T , (4) 
where T is the sample size, and a�is defined as, 
；.2 RSS(p) 
T , (5) 
where RSS(p) is the residual sum of squares for an autoregression of order p. If we 
adopt AIC as our information criterion, we choose the model corresponding to the 
lowest AIC, and denote this lag order by PAIC- Similarly, if we use BIG, we select 
the model corresponding to the lowest BIG, and denote this lag order by PBIC-
Suppose we know that the true process is an AR(1) series. In the presence of 
measurement error, the observed series, yt, is no longer a pure AR(1) process. From 
equations (1) and (2), we get the following: 
yt = Pyt-i + St (t = l，2,...,T)， (6) 
where 5t = St + Ut — Put-i . Note that 6t still has a zero mean and a constant and 
finite variance cr^-f (1+ but it violates some standard assumptions of the OLS 
regression. For example, St is autocorrelated as Cov{St,St-i) = - P ^ l 0. More 
seriously, it is correlated with yt-i, as Cov{6t,yt-i) = -0crl + 0. This causes the 
inconsistency of the estimation of which is well known. However, when the true 
lag order is unknown, the effect of measurement error on the estimation of po is still 
an unsolved puzzle. 
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Intuitively, for any given sample size T, the measurement error Ut has two effects 
on p: 
(i) The process yt is no longer a pure AR process now, but we still consider it as 
a pure AR process. As a result, we can never get the correct model. Thus, adding 
lags will inevitably reduce the RSS even asymptotically. Therefore, we tend to use 
more parameters in the model, and thus select a larger p; 
(ii) Since Ut itself is a white noise, when its variance is very large, it should lower 
p. In the extreme case where cr^/cr^ — oo, we could neglect the effect of St, and yt 
will become a white noise. Thus p - ^ 0 when a^ oo. 
Considering the two opposite effects above, we cannot make any conclusion on the 
effect of measurement error on p at this stage. In the next section, our theoretical 
focus will be on the consistency of p for its primary importance. 
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3 Inconsistency of the Estimated Lag Order p 
Although the BIG is consistent in lag order selection in the case where no mea-
surement error exists, the consistency is not preserved in the case with measure-
ment error. In this paper we exploit a cost-benefit analytic approach to study the 
consequence of measurement error on the consistency of p. Before showing the in-
consistency, we first introduce two concepts: Benefit {B) and Cost {C) of adding 
lags. 
3.1 Benefit and Cost of adding Lags 
Recalling the definitions of AIC and BIC in equations (3) and (4) respectively, the 
first term of both AIC and BIC is In cr^ . Given the sample size T unchanged, adding 
lags to the model will reduce (at least not increase) RSS and thus In a^ will become 
smaller. On the other hand, the second terms of AIC and BIC are 2p/T and pin T/T 
respectively. Obviously, both of them will increase as p increases. 
As a model with a smaller information criterion is preferred, we call the reduction 
in the first term of an information criterion the benefit (B) of adding lags, whereas 
the increase in the second term the cost (C) of adding lags. We define the benefit 
function and the cost functions as follows: 
B(puP2) = Inap^ - In^p^ , (7) 
CIP,,P,)(AJC) = 2(P2 — VI)/T, (8) 
C(PI,P.2)(B/C) = {P2 — P I ) I n T / T , ( 9 ) 
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where (^”丄，”?）denotes the benefit of adding lags from pi to p2, C^ (pi，p2)(A/c) denotes 
the cost of adding lags from to p2 associated with AIC and denotes 
that associated with BIC. 丨 
For example, if we are choosing between AR(pi) and AR(p2) as our model by 
BIC, we can just compare 召 w i t h If > C\pi，p2)(B/co, we 
choose the AR(p2) model; otherwise, we choose the AR(pi) model. The concepts of 
benefit and cost will be useful in our following analysis. 
3.2 Unboundedness of p 
To study the behavior of p when T oo, we first look at the shapes of the asymptotic 
benefit functions. Using tedious but straightforward algebra (see Appendix A), we 
can express plim plimB(i，2), plim 5(2,3), and so on, as functions of cr ,^ cr^  and 
p. For example, 
2 
plimE(o,i)(J, /5) = ln(plim转)-ln(plim约)， 
2 
pl imB( i ,2 ) (� , / ? ) = ln(plima?) — ln(plim 转)， 
2 




— … T ^ - 1 - / ^ 2 ( 1 一 外 g + � 2 ， 
= 一 + i _ /3V， （1 + + 沪 + 4 + 2 ( 1 + 
P 3 - 以 十 I T ^ - (1 - 龜 + a?) (1 - + 4 + (2 + • 
Remark: Note that when |/3| G (0,1), if cr^  = 0 (without measurement error), 
only plimB(o，i), which equals ln( is positive, while plimB(p’p+i) = 0 for all 
， 1 — P ’ 
p > 1. When = 0，the true process is a white noise, then no matter what is, 
plimB(p，p+i) = 0 for all p > 0. 
All these probability-limit benefit functions can be considered as functions of 
(Julcfl and P only. Therefore, we can assume to be unity without loss of generality, 
and only study the effects of crj and (3. 
To study the consistency of p, let us introduce two lemmas first: 
Lemma 1 If the observed process is AR{1) with measurement error, then for any 
p > 0, > 0. 
Lemma 2 lim r^—oo C\p，p+i)(A/c<) = lim^r—� C\p，:p+i)(B/co 二 • any P > 0. 
Although one may intuitively agree with Lemma 1, its proof is not obvious. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is outlined in Appendix B. In contrast, Lemma 2 is very 
straightforward and we just state it without proof. 
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Using the two lemmas above, we propose the following result. 
Proposition 1 If the observed process is AR{1) with measurement error, then both 
PAIC and PBIC diverge to infinity as T oo. 
The proof of Proposition 1 is provided in Appendix C. 
The significance of Proposition 1 merits emphasis. Intuitively, the benefit of 
adding one lag is asymptotically positive no matter how large our model is. In 
contrast, the cost of adding one lag converges to zero as the sample size goes to 
infinity. As a result, if we can obtain a sample as large as we want, we are able to 
select any arbitrarily large lag order by AIC or BIG. This implies that the selected lag 
order p is upward unbounded asymptotically. Thus, even the BIC loses its appealing 
feature of consistency when measurement error exists. 
4 Approximating the Large Sample Effects 
In an empirical sample with fixed sample size, the measurement error variance crj, 
the variance of original error term a,，as well as the autoregressive parameter /3 may 
all affect the selected lag order. 
4.1 Large Sample Effect of a^ on p 
In this section, we analyze the large sample effect of the measurement error variance 
crl on p. As we have mentioned, whether to add a lag can be determined by 
comparing the Benefit (B) and Cost (C) of adding that lag. Therefore, we are 
interested in the effects of the variance of measurement error on B and C. We first 
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discuss the effect of cr^  on B. For any fixed T, B(p，p+i) is a random variable. When we 
consider cases with large sample size, B(p，p+i) can be approximated by plim 召(p，p+i)， 
which could be explicitly expressed by the model parameters. 
By investigating the diagrams of plim 召(p’p+i) against (given (3 = 0.5) in Figure 
1(a), Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c), we identify the following properties: 
(i) If (j^ > 0 and — 0, plimB(p，p+i) is diminishing as p increases; 
9 1 ) 1 
(ii) For all a二， 加;‘ < 0; For p > 1, there exists some x > 0, such that 
for all • l i 二 — ) ] > 0, and for all > 二 广 ] < 0; 
ocri 
(iii) When a l = 0, plimB(o，i) > 0 and plimB(p，p+i) = 0 for p 2 1; 
(iv) For all jS G (—1，1) and p > 0, plim 辟p’p+i) 0 as CX). 
Figure 1(a) here 
Figure l{b) here 
Figure 1(c) here 
Comparing with the benefit, the cost of adding lags is much easier to study. 
Since (^(厂’厂+”⑷匚）=2/T and C(p，p+i)(B/c) = In T /T , it is obvious that the cost is 
decreasing in T. 
1 0 
To illustrate the lag order selection affected by let us study an example with 
T = 2000 and f3 = 0.5. 
As the sample size is large, 5 ( ” + i ) would be approximately equal to plim _B(p，奸i). 
Figure 2 plots (probability-limit) benefits and costs together. In this figure, the lower 
line is 二 C{i^2)Aic = C{2,d,)Aic = 2 / T while the upper line is C(o,i)b/c = 
C(I’2)BIC 二 C(2,3)Bic = I n T / T . The line of CAIC is always below the line of CBIC. 
Therefore, for the same value of the variance of measurement error, the p selected 
by BIC will not be bigger than the p selected by AIC. 
Figure 2 here 
As we have mentioned, to decide whether to add another lag order to the fitted 
model, we can compare the benefit and the cost of adding that lag. Since plimB(p，p+i) 
is decreasing with p, and C(p,p+i) is identical for all p, it is easy to find the p using 
the figure above. We could get the following results: 
T = 2000, (3 = 0.5 
V\(JI (0,0.17) (0.17，0.63) (0.63,2.1) (2.1,7.7) (7.7,9.5) (9.5,20) (20, oo) 
PAic 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 
VBIC 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 
For example, if a l G (0.17, 0.63), then AIC will select a lag order = 2 while BIC 
will select a lag order 二 1. 
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A visual inspection of Figure 2 reveals that the effect of (j\ on p can be summa-
rized as follows: 
(i)For any given (large enough) T, and for any given f3 G (—1,1), there exists 
some X > 0, such that when a j < X, PAIC is weakly increasing; when a^ > x, PAIC 
is weakly decreasing; and there also exists some y > 0, such that when a^ < y, PBIC 
is weakly increasing; when > y, PBIC is weakly decreasing; 
(ii)For any given (large enough) T, and for any given (3 G (—1，1), as oo, 
we have PAIC 0, and PBIC 0; 
(iii)For any given T, any given /3 G ( -1 ,1 ) , and any given al > 0, we have 
PAIC > PBIC-
In conclusion, when the sample size is large enough, if measurement error variance 
(TI increases from zero to some positive values, the selected lag order p by AIC or 
BIC may rise if the increase in a l is not large. However, when a l continues to 
increase, p will eventually diminish. Finally, p will converge to zero as a^ goes to 
infinity. 
4.2 Large Sample Effect of 0 on p 
For the large sample effect of p on p, we first identify the pattern of plimB against 
P- Figure 3 plots plimB against (3 (given a l = 2). Note that such benefit curves are 
U-shaped and symmetric against the vertical axis. We summarize the properties of 
the benefit curve as follows: 
(i) If (JI > 0 and /3 0, plimB(p，p+i) is diminishing as p increases: 
(ii) For any given ci'l > 0, and for all \ < |/3,|, p l i m i 5 … ) <plimB(p’p+i)((T；；,�j] 
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Figure 3 here 
It is worth noting that in Figure 1(a), Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c), an increase 
in 1/31 will cause all the benefit curves to shift upward. 
The argument for selecting p is the same as that in the previous section. For 
example, let T 二 2000 and crj = 2. Figure 4 depicts the asymptotic benefit curves 
and cost curves together. Since asymptotic benefit is diminishing in p and costs are 
constant for all p, it is concluded from Figure 4 that: 
(i)For any given measurement error variance crj > 0 and any given large enough 
sample size, PAIC and PBIC are increasing step-functions of 
(ii)For any given large enough T, any given cr ,^ and any given (3 G (—1，1), we 
have PAIC > PBIC-
Therefore, the autoregressive parameter P has a positive effect on PAIC and psic 
when the sample size is large enough. 
Figure 4 here 
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5 Simulations 
In this section, we will conduct simulations to confirm the large sample results in 
the preceding section and explore the finite sample properties. 
5.1 Simulations for Large Sample 
In this section we simulate p for large sample cases to see if the conclusions are 
consistent with those in Section 4. 
Firstly, we simulated the mean of the benefit (denoted by B) for different a^ 
(see Figure 5) and different /3 (see Figure 6), with sample size T=2000 for 2000 
replications. Comparing Figure 2 with Figure 5, Figure 4 with Figure 6, we observe 
that the difference between plim(E) and B is small relative to the relevant costs 
(2/2000 for AIC and ln2000/2000 for BIC). 
Figure 5 here 
Figure 6 here 
Then we simulate p for various values of al, jS and T in Figures 7，8 and 9 
respectively. The sample size is 2000 for Figures 7 and 8, and for Figure 9, the 
sample sizes are 2000 to 50000, our results are consistent with those in Section 4. 
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Figure 7 here 
Figure 8 here 
Figure 9 here 
5.2 Simulations for Finite Sample 
In this section, we explore the finite sample properties of p. We would like to see 
whether our previous results for large sample still hold in finite samples (say T = 
100 to 1000) cases. 
Figure 10 here 
Figure 11 here 
Figure 12 here 
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We simulate p for various values of jS and T for finite sample cases. The 
results are illustrated in Figures 10, 11 and 12 respectively. The replications are 
2000 for each of the three figures; sample size is 100 for Figures 10 and 11, and for 
Figure 12, sample size is 50 to 1000. We observe that the pattern of p against cr ,^ (5 
and T are the reminiscent of their counterparts of in large samples. Therefore the 
finite sample properties of p are analogous to the large sample ones, and somewhat 
similar remarks can be made. 
First, the critical feature of Figure 10 can be summarized as the following: 
(i)For any given (3 G ( -1 ,1 ) , there exists some x > 0, such that when (jJ < x, 
PAIC is weakly increasing; when A^ > x, PAIC is weakly decreasing; and there also 
exists some y > 0, such that when < y, PBIC is weakly increasing; when a^ > y, 
PBIC is weakly decreasing; 
(ii)For any given (3 G (-1，1), as crj —> oo, we have PAIC 二 0, and '^BIC 二 0; 
(iii)For any given F3 G ( - 1 ,1 ) and any given crj > 0, we have PAIC > PBIC-
The effect of p on p can be characterized as the following: 
(i)For any given measurement error variance AL > 0, PAIC and PBIC are both 
weakly increasing with 
(ii)For any given AL > 0, and for any given f3 e ( -1 ,1) , we have PAIC > PBIC-
Lastly, the effect of T on p can be summarized as the following: 
If the observed process is AR(1) with measurement error, holding other factors 
constant, both PAIC and PBIC are weakly increasing as the sample size increases. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
The selection of the true lag order of a time series model is an important issue in 
econometrics. Despite its importance, the consequences of measurement error on 
the lag order selection is still a puzzle in the literature. In this paper, we make 
some steps towards the understanding of the effects of measurement error on the 
lag order selection of autoregressive processes. We show that, if an autoregressive 
process of order one is observed with an independent white noise measurement error, 
the lag order selected by either AIC or BIC is not consistent but becomes upward 
unbounded asymptotically. We also study the finite sample behavior of the lag order 
estimator via simulations. It is concluded that the effects of the measurement error 
variance, the autoregressive parameter and the sample size on the selection of the 
lag order are similar regardless of the sample size. For a given sample size, the effect 
of the measurement error variance (relative to the variance of the original process's 
error term) on the selected lag order is positive if the measurement error variance 
is below some critical level, whereas it becomes negative if the measurement error 
variance is higher than that critical level. If the measurement error variance goes 
to infinity, the selected lag order eventually approaches zero for any fixed sample 
size. Besides, since measurement error exists, the autoregressive parameter will also 
affect the lag order selection. If the absolute value of the autoregressive parameter 
is greater, we tend to select a larger lag order. Finally, the selected lag order also 
tends to be greater if our sample size is larger. 
The results in this paper open the door to further investigations of the effect 
of measurement error in various generalizations of our simple model. For example, 
extensions to general ARIMA(p,d,q) models is an interesting question left for further 
research. 
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Appendix A: Derivation of plimB 
It is readily verified that: 
2 
7o = 75 + J : 二 + 
< ^ 二 , (A.1) 
= h i S > 1) 
\ 
where is the 产 order autocovariance of the observed series yt. 
For an autoregression of order p, let (3^ be the vector 
台p= (A.2) 
where 队,卩,{i = l,2，..,p), denotes the OLS estimated coefficient of yt-i in an 
AR(p) regression without an intercept. 
It can be shown that for p二 1，2,". 
Plimap = 7 o - (A.3) 
where 
Fp 二（ 7 i 72 … 7 p ) . (A-4) 
A 
We can obtain plim/3p from the following equations: 




70 7i 72 … 7 p - i 
71 7o 7i 7p—2 
^P = 72 7i 7o 3 (A.6) 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
\ Ip-l lp-2 lp-3 …• 7o 乂 
is a p x p matrix. 
Plugging (A.5) into (A3), we have: 
plim 苟 = 7o — (A.7) 
For example, for i=0,l,2,3, we have 
2 
1 • A2 2 , O £ plimcTo 二 (7収 + ：^ 
丄一 
1 … 2 2 Cr? P 乂 1 
plimcr. = cr„ H ^ ^ ^ , 
— 2 - � + 1 — 厂 1 - 釣 j 3 +「， + 2 + r 
p H m f = 一 + + + + 
3 “ 1-/5' (1 — + 〜2) + + • 
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Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 1 
It is obvious from the OLS regression that plim a^ for all p, since 
AR{p) model is a special case of AR(j9+ 1) model and is minimized over the esti-
mated parameters. Thus, the major task remaining is to show that plim ^plim (3•乂i 
for all p. Since the first order conditions are linear in parameters, the solution must 
be unique. Thus, we can show plim 7 ^ p l i m � + i by showing plim^^p+i 奸i • 0 for 
/N 
any p � 0 , where 如丄 denotes the OLS estimated coefficient of yt-i in an AR(p+ l ) 
regression without an intercept. 
Consider the model 
yt = Pyt-I + ST, 
< yt = yt + Uu (B.l) 
\ 
One can show that 
f 
7o = 7S + 4 
< = + � 2 ， （B.2) 
7 i 二 
li = PliS > 1)， 
\ 
where 7) denotes Cov{yt,yt-j) and 7* denotes Cov{y^ Note that 7)•二7J for 
all j > 1. The last three equations in (B.2) are the Yule-Walker equations. 
It is well known that: 
2 0 
plim^i . = — = 力 , + 0. 
1，1 7o 75 + � f 
For any p � 1 , using the notations defined in the preceding appendix, the first 
order condition of OLS estimation gives 
A 
= Tp+i. (B.3) 
A A 
We show plim/3p+i，p+i ^ 0 by contradiction. Suppose plim/?p+i’奸i = 0, then 
70 7i … 7 p - 2 7p-i � 1. ；^  1 7i 
71 7o … 7 p - 3 7p-2 � 72 
: : •. : ： Phm/?2，p+i . 
. • . . . ： = : . (B.4) 
lp-2 7p-3 . . . 7o 7i 1. Ip-i 
7p-i 7p—2 … 7 i 7o 1 7p 
plim/5p，p+i 
_ 7p 7p-i … 7 2 7 i � L 7p+i _ 
Consider the and {p + 1)认 rows of (B.4): 
7p—iplim久’p+i + 7p-2Plim/52，p+i + …+ 7iPlim^p-i2,p+i + 二 7p， 
(B.5.0) 
7尸plimA?i’,…+ 7p-iPlim/^2’州 + …+ i + 7iPlim/)p’州-7,外” 
(B.5.1) 
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Subtracting (B.5.1) by f3 times (B.5.0), and recalling the last equation in (B.2), 
we obtain: 
(7i — /^7o)Plim 久，p+i = 0 
(7i - Ml — /^o•加lim 久，奸 1 = 0 
• 诚 m 久’奸 1 = 0. 
Since (3 and cr^  are assumed to be non-zero, we get plim Pp^p^i = 0. Plugging 
plimPp^p^i into {BA), and repeat the trick on the {p — 2)认 and (p — 1 严 rows, we 
A 
can obtain 州 = 0 . 
A 
By deduction, if /3奸1 州 = 0 , we get 
0p,p+i 二 0p-i,p+i = ... = Pi,p+i — 0， 
which makes a contradiction. 
Thus, plim a^�plim(3•芸+i for all p > 0. Since the Logarithmic function is contin-
uous and strictly monotonic, plimB(p，p+i) is unambiguously positive, and Lemma 1 
is proved. 
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Appendix C: Proof of Proposit ion 1 
We first provide the proof for BIC. For all p>0, comparing any two AR(p) and 
AR(p+l) , note that 
BIC{p) — BIC{p + 1 )三 B(p,p+” — 
Take probability limits, we have 
plim [BIC(p) — BIC(p + 1)] = plim [召(p’p+i) — C\p，p+i)(s/c)_ 
= p l i m 
7o — r, n_ir 
= I n — ~ ^：： ^ (by equation (A.7) in Appendix A 
7o — rp+i^p+ir^+i 
> 0. (by Lemma 1) 
Thus 
limT—ooPr {BIC{p) > BIC (p + 1)) - 1. 
By the definition oipsic, we select p-\-1 instead of p if and only if BIC{p-{-l) < 
BIC(p). 
Thus, as the sample size goes to infinity, the probability of selecting p+1 instead 
of p equals one. Since p is arbitrary, Proposition 1 is proved. 
The proof of PAIC —^ OO is essentially the same and is therefore skipped. We only 
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